QUICK TIPS FOR USING YOUR OSTER® COUNTERTOP OVEN

Model: TSSTTVCG02

BEFORE USING YOUR COUNTERTOP OVEN

- Remove any stickers and papers in and on the countertop oven.
- Clean the wire oven rack and baking/cookie pan with soap and water.
- During initial start up, a slight smell and/or smoke may be detected – this is normal. Turn the temperature to max and let run for approximately 5 minutes to allow for any residue to burn off.

Warning: Make sure there is a 6-inch (15.24 cm) clearance between the countertop oven and any other surface, including cords. Before using, please refer to the Instruction Manual for Important Safeguards.

TO USE THE TOAST FUNCTION

We simplified toasting for more precise, consistent results with less hassle.

1. Place food on Wire Rack. (use top rack for best results)

2. Close glass door completely.

3. Turn Function dial to Toast.

4. Turn the temperature control knob to the 450º/TOAST setting.

5. To set the timer, turn the timer past the 20 minute mark to engage timer switch and set back to desired toast time.*

6. When toasting is complete, a bell will sound. Open door completely and remove food. For best toasting results, position the rack in the upper position.

* NOTE: Different types of bread require different settings. Lighter breads and waffles require lighter setting. Darker breads, muffins and English muffins require a darker setting.

TO USE THE TURBO CONVECTION HEAT FUNCTION

The Turbo Convection Heat Function turns on a built-in fan that circulates hot air in the oven chamber. Preheat oven 5-7 minutes at desired temperature with oven rack in place.

1. Place baking pan with food inside on wire rack.

2. Close glass door completely.

3. Turn the Function dial to Turbo.

4. Turn the Temperature dial to desired setting.

5. Turn the Timer to desired cook time.

6. When baking is complete a bell will sound. Open door completely and remove food. **

** WARNING: Cooked food and metal rack can be very hot, handle with care. Never leave Countertop Oven unattended while in use.

Need Help?
Do Not Return Product to the Place of Purchase!

Or go online www.Oster.com
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